Standing Regulatory Committees

**PLANNING COMMITTEE (15)**
- J Williams (CH), T Wilcox (VC),
- S Alderman, A Carey,
- R Bowen, M Carter,
- J Cole, V Dennis, T Evans,
- B Hall, D Howlett, S Joseph,
- M Pepper, D Pugh, M Williams

**LICENSING (13)**
- T Evans (CH), A Carey (VC),
- R Bowen, D Bryan, M Carter,
- J Cole, J Davies,
- P Dowson, P Harries,
- S Hancock, R Owens,
- D Pugh, T Tudor

**URGENCY (7)**
- J Harvey (CH), P Morgan (VC),
- M Evans
- D Lloyd, P Miller,
- R Summons, M Williams

**CORPORATE GOVERNANCE (13)**
- M Williams (CH),
- M Bateman (VC), J Adams,
- J Davies, T Evans,
- B Hall, D Howlett, B Kilmister,
- D Simpson, M Stoddart,
- R Summons, J Williams,
- G Woodham

**STANDARDS (2)**
- (+ 5 independent +
- 2 Community Council)
- V Stoddart, T Wilcox

**SENIOR STAFF (7)**
- D Simpson (CH), P Miller (VC),
- D Clements, T Hodgson,
- E Morse, R Owens,
- J Preston

**AUDIT**
- (6 + 1 lay member)
- T Baron (CH), M Veale (VC),
- J Beynon, M James,
- M Stoddart, C Tomos,
- J Williams

**DEMOCRATIC SERVICES (7)**
- M Bateman (CH), P Rapi (VC),
- J Adams, J Beynon,
- D Clements, K Doolin,
- E Morse

Other Committees

**OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEES**

**SOCIAL CARE (13)**
- D Bryan (CH), S Hancock (VC),
- S Alderman, A Brinn, V Dennis,
- P Dowson, S Joseph,
- D Lloyd, M Pepper, P Rapi,
- K Rowlands, A Tudor

**CORPORATE (13)**
- B Hall (CH), R Owens (VC),
- J Beynon, P Davies,
- D Howlett, M John, S Joseph,
- S Kurtz, M Stoddart,
- T Tudor, J Williams,
- M Williams

**POLICY & PRE-DECISION (13)**
- J Beynon (CH), R Sinnett (VC),
- T Baron, K Doolin, P Dowson,
- M Evans, T Evans,
- H George, S Hudson, M James,
- P Llewellyn, E Morse,
- T Tudor

**SCHOOLS & LEARNING (13 + 4 voting Co-opted)**
- J Davies (CH), P Rapi (VC),
- P Davies, V Dennis,
- M Evans, P Harries,
- S Hudson, M James,
- K Rowlands,
- M Stoddart, V Stoddart,
- A Tudor, S Yelland

**URGENCY (7)**
- J Harvey (CH), P Morgan (VC),
- M Evans
- D Lloyd, P Miller,
- R Summons, M Williams

**SERVICES (13)**
- R Summons (CH), D Pugh (VC),
- J Adams, S Alderman,
- D Clements, J Cole,
- T Evans, B Hall, S Hancock,
- S Joseph, J Preston,
- T Tudor, T Wilcox

COUNCIL (60)

CABINET (10)
- D Simpson, P Baker,
- M Bateman, J Harvey
- T Hodgson, B Kilmister,
- P Miller, N Prior,
- C Tomos, G Woodham
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